2019 Rivers Jazz Festival
Complete Schedule

RSC Ensemble Performances (1:30 PM)

Dan Loschen’s Saturday Ensemble

Tenor Madness (Rollins)
Pentacostal Feelin’ (Donald Byrd)
Revelation (Kenny Barron)

*Sage Nguyen, trumpet
Douglas Lilly, alto sax
Orly Shiner, piano
Yael Shiner, bass
Carson Moellering, drums

Dan Loschen’s Wednesday Ensemble

Ghana (Donald Byrd)
Caldo’s Revenge (Joey Calderazzo)
French Spice (Donald Byrd)

Teddy de Peyster, trumpet
Sam Kim, alto sax
Russell Hornung, piano/trumpet
Yael Shiner, bass
Dan Loschen, drums

Steve Silverstien’s Ensemble

Greasin' Easy (Hank Mobley)
Mambo Inn (Mario Bauza)
Bobby Strzetelski, trumpet
Jack Benson, trumpet
Theo Braatz, trumpet
Eric Markstein, alto sax
Owen Mix, tenor sax
Ben Clifford, guitar
Russell Hornung, bass
Steve Silverstein, drums

Patrick Mottaz’s Ensemble

Sonny Moon For Two (Sonny Rollins)
Cantaloupe Island (Herbie Hancock)
Killer Joe (Benny Golson)

Noah Springhorn, trumpet
Nikhil Hiatt, trumpet
Jeremy Lee, alto sax
Kally Proctor, piano
Patrick Mottaz, bass

Bill Jones’ Ensemble

Silver’s Serenade (Horace Silver)
Some Other Blues (John Coltrane)
Strollin’ (Horace Silver)
Sunny Side of the Street (Jimmy McHugh)

Will Anderson, guitar
Quinn Donovan, trumpet
Yael Shiner, bass
Alex Kim, tenor
Sevastian Oti, trumpet
Ryan McClennan, drums
5:00 – 6:00 PM Dinner Break

6:00 PM Final Concert

Rivers Intermediate Jazz Combo, coached by Philippe Crettien

Blues Five Spot (Thelonious Monk)
Summertime (George Gershwin)

Ely Gluzman, alto sax
Charlie Stuart, piano
Bryan Chiang, piano
Drew Behrens, tenor sax

6:15 PM Select 2 Combo, coached by Philippe Crettien

Cantaloupe Island (Herbie Hancock)
So What (Miles Davis)

Bella Joseph, bass
Bryan Mann, guitar
Sam Waller, trumpet
Jonathan Snow, drums

6:30 PM Rivers MS Big Band, coached by Bill Jones

In A Mellow Tone (Duke Ellington)
Havana (Cabello, Bell, Williams, Feeny, Lee, Wotman, Hazzard, Williams)
Gunesberk (arranged by Terry White)

Max Cohen, clarinet
Griffin Chisolm, alto sax
Caleb Lys, alto sax
Jaiden Sailer, alto sax
Ethan Kasparian–Weisman, baritone sax
Xavier Massarotti, trumpet  
Marcos Ramos, trumpet  
Noah Springhorn, trumpet  

Dylan Herlihy, trombone  

Jack Willard, piano  
Judson Hally, guitar  
Henry Lewis, drums  

6:45 PM Rivers US Big Band, coached by Bill Jones  

Yearnin (Oliver Nelson)  
Dat Dere (Bobby Timmons, arranged by Mark Taylor)  
Solar (Miles Davis, arranged by Mike Tomaro)  

Ron Freeman-Carter, alto sax  
Ian Keusch, tenor sax  
Max Stein, baritone sax  
Cole Zaleski, trumpet  
Adrian Paulhus, trumpet  
Nick Santaniello, trombone  
Sawyer Helzberg, guitar  
Cam Stathos, piano  
Cole Sussman, bass  
Henry Lewis, drums  

7:00 PM Rivers Select 1 Combo, coached by Philippe Crettien  

Peggy’s Blue Skylight (Charles Mingus)  
Duke Ellington Sound of Love (Charles Mingus)  
So Long Eric (Charles Mingus)  

Frank Kasparian-Weisman, guitar
Will Randall, tenor sax  
Calvin Smith, trumpet  
Ian Behrstock, trumpet  
Joel Manasseh, bass  
Myles Freeman-Carter, drums  
Henry Lewis, piano

7:30 PM Felipe Salles Group

The Long Game  
Unintentional Hipness  
We Meet Again  
Arrival  
Reunion  
Jack and the Goblin Brother  
Familia

All compositions by Felipe Salles, Salles Music (BMI)

Felipe Salles, flute, soprano and tenor saxophones  
Nando Michelin, piano  
Keala Kaumeheiwa, bass  
Bertram Lehmann, drums

8:30 PM Rivers Honors Big Band, coached by Philippe Crettien

After the Rain (Naima, John Coltrane, arrangement by Felipe Salles)  
Vera Cruz (Milton Nascimento, arrangement by Felipe Salles)  
Better Get Hit in Your Soul (Charles Mingus, arranged by Homzy)

Kevin Kamanitz, baritone sax  
Jonah Berg, alto sax  
Will Randall, tenor sax  
Rayha McPherson, alto sax  
Calvin Carwell, tenor sax
Calvin Smith, trumpet
Evan Lanzendorf, trumpet
Owen Nagode, trumpet
Ian Behrstock, trumpet
Jason Zermani, trombone
Cameron Dailey, trombone
Henry Lewis, drums
Joel Manasseh, bass
David Gomez, guitar
Michael Idzal, piano